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Nationalize the Auto Industry Now!
The quality of workmanship is
also not a factor. Several assembly plants
THE CANADIAN auto industry is going in Canada have won awards for the highthrough its greatest trial in decades. est quality in North America. Toyota has
Auto exports are second only to petrole- chose Cambridge, Ontario to assemble
um products in dollar value to the the Corolla compact -- in recent years the
Canada economy, but they are declining. largest selling automobile in Canada.
Off shore auto imports have Toyota's luxury RX330 Lexus is also built
been increasing their market share for in Ontario, the only place outside Japan
the last decade and job losses are piling where it is produced. Quality is not a
up. New automobiles are stacked up in problem.
dealerships with few purchasers in sight.
The irony of the situation is that
Statistics Canada reports that manufac- unemployment among auto workers is
turing job losses in the manufacturing not due to lack of productivity or comsector for January 2009 totaled 101,000, petitiveness. It is due to a world wide
the largest decline on record for the sec- overproduction of automobiles. This
tor.
production overcapacity, coupled with
Over twenty countries world- the financial meltdown and consumer
wide have given financial aid to their drop in spending, has seen sales drop
domestic auto industry. Here, big busi- sharply for auto companies world wide.
ness is lining up at the public trough,
The big three North American
while at the same time attempting to auto producers are being particularly
blame unionized workers for our hard hit since they have been laggards in
predicament, claiming unionized wages introducing more fuel efficient automoare too high and benefits too lucrative. biles and alternative fuel vehicles, and
These claims are not supported by a have been steadily losing market share to
careful scrutiny of the situation.
imports for over a decade.
Chief economist for the
CAW President Ken Lewenza in
Canadian Auto Workers' Union (CAW), a Nov. 20, 2008 letter to the Globe and
Jim Stanford, clearly shows that wages Mail wrote, “We didn’t write the free
are
competitive
trade deals and we
with
those
of
don’t manage the
“Now is the time for the NDP and
American, Japanese
companies.
We
the CAW to campaign for the creand German prodon’t design the
ation of a publicly owned auto
ducers. When our
vehicles-we
just
industry in Canada... There should
dollar is 80-85
build them. The
be no public investment without
cents to the US dolbest that we can do
democratic workers’ control.”
lar, we actually
as auto workers is
have
a
North
to keep building
America cost advantage. Furthermore, vehicles in the most efficient high-quality
the labour cost of assembling an automo- plants in the hemisphere, at fully combile in Canada represents only 7% of the petitive costs.”
price of the vehicle.
This raises the discussion to a
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BY JOHN ORRETT

Autoworkers are facing further wage cuts and job losses. Only social
ownership and democratic workers’ control can save the industry
new level. If quality and cost competitiveness are not the issues, perhaps it is
time that we “manage the companies”
and “design the vehicles.” Perhaps it is
time to question the branch plant economy that dominates the Canadian auto
industry. Perhaps it is time that the crucial decisions affecting Canadians be
made by working people.
Socialists and environmentalists
have been calling for a shift away from
the gas guzzling, oversized automobiles
for over a decade. We have been advocating a retreat from a private-auto
based economy, emphasizing the need

for environmentally-friendly vehicles
and for more spending on public transport.
Now that our predictions are
validated we face the “gloom and doom”
big business interests. They trumpet to
the heavens the importance of the auto
industry to Canada, and call for billions in
public funding to the same companies
and the same managers that got us into
this mess in the first place. It is another
example of the elite expecting socialism
for the rich and dog eat dog capitalism
continued on page 2
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weeks after the highly successful SCsponsored Leader candidates' debate
held at OISE Auditorium at U of Toronto
that attracted an audience of 150 on the
afternoon of November 1.
Earlier that same day, the
Socialist Caucus approved 27 resolutions, and prioritized 11 of them, for the
widest possible circulation. The SC asks
NDP riding associations, youth clubs,
affiliated unions and delegates to support them at convention in early March
2009. The Ontario New Democratic
Youth convention, held Nov. 21-23 in
Toronto, adopted SC resolutions on the
minimum wage, the right to strike, social
housing and electric/hybrid vehicles.
It was up to the SC steering committee to assess the progress made in
sparking socialist policy discussions
across the province thus far, to make

Right: Michael Prue is
promising to bring
greater democracy to the
Ontario NDP
plans for the ONDP convention in Hamilton, March 5-8,
and to determine whether to
back any of the candidates
for ONDP Leader.
Michael Prue won
the endorsement of the
Socialist Caucus over the
other candidates for ONDP Leader,
namely MPPs Peter Tabuns, Andrea
Horwath and Gilles Bisson, because Prue
is campaigning to increase democracy in
the NDP. The NDP membership is entitled to set policy for the party, and controversial issues should be debated and
decided at convention, and not be

Introducing the NDP Socialist Caucus
The NDP Socialist Caucus is a group of party members who
believe that in order to survive, the New Democratic Party
must move sharply to the Left and join working Canadians
and their allies in the struggle for socialism, democracy and
freedom.
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THE NDP SOCIALIST CAUCUS in Ontario
has voted to extend “critical support” to
candidate for Leader of the Ontario NDP,
Michael Prue, MPP for Beaches-East
York.
The Socialist Caucus Ontario
steering committee made the decision at
a well-attended open SC meeting on
November 22 in Toronto. Several
observers, including former NDP candidates from across southern Ontario, participated in the discussion.
The gathering occurred three

blocked by the party establishment, says
Prue.
He also leans towards putting an
end to public funding for Catholic separate schools in Ontario, and has endorsed
many of the SC's current crop of policy
continued on page 2

Founded by NDP members in Toronto in 1998, the SC stands
for the creation of a democratically-controlled economy and
a cooperative commonwealth. We believe that the struggle
for peace and environmental sustainability is central to the
creation of a better world. We invite you to join with us in
this most important endeavor.
www.ndpsocialists.ca | 416.535.8779
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Elite Pick of Ignatieff Sets the 'Right' Course
A LITTLE JOKE heard recently goes
something like this: “Stephen Harper
took 4 years to unite the right. He took 4
days to unite the left. He took 1 1/2 days
to find the Liberals a new leader.”
Setting aside the egregious error
about what constitutes the “Left,” we
could add this: “And at the same time, he
killed the Liberal-NDP coalition.”
Stephane Dion stepped down,
replaced as federal Liberal Leader by
Etobicoke-Lakeshore
MP
Michael
Ignatieff, Bay Street's original choice for
the job in 2006. The quick switch was
executed by the Liberal parliamentary
caucus and an enlarged backroom council of advisors.
This slimy manouver usurped
the constitutional role of the party's convention, set for May 2009. It is a fitting
counterpart to how Conservative Prime
Minister Stephen Harper undemocratically 'prorogued' Parliament to avoid
defeat in an early December non-confidence vote.
Once Tory Finance Minister Jim
Flaherty puts a few more billion corporate bail-out dollars into his much-anticipated January 27 budget, Ignatieff will

Right: Ignatieff - the choice of the
wealthy and powerful - who would
rather form a coalition with Stephen
Harper and the Conservatives

occupation of Afghanistan to 2011. Look
for him to find ways to extend further the
imperialist military operation in future.
Like his life-long friend, former
college room-mate and recent NDP turncoat, Bob Rae, Ignatieff is a staunch supporter of the Israeli apartheid state and a

With this as our goal we can
forge a partnership between the NDP and
Canada ’s largest union that will be
unstoppable. 

The CAW and its predecessor in
Canada, the UAW, have an honored histofor everyone else.
ry of fighting for and gaining landmark
Now is the time for the NDP and victories like union recognition, collecthe CAW to campaign for the creation of tive bargaining rights, shorter working
a publicly owned auto industry in hours and Cost of Living Adjustments.
Canada. If we invest money in this indus- The North American strikes of 1937
try we need to be assured that we are in were particularly important not only for
control of planning and production. the gains made, but also for the pioneerThere should be no public investment ing strategies of fighting back against the
without democratic workers’ control.
corporate bosses. In Flint, Michigan and
We need a public corporation Oshawa, Ontario workers occupied the
that will design and build fuel efficient factories and began their famous sit
means of transportation for the benefit down strikes.
not only of the workers in that industry,
By sitting down in the factories,
but for all the people. This will
right alongside the assembly line,
entail a re-tooling of existing
workers were able to better
“The
plants to produce electric
defend themselves and
ONDP and the
and hybrid vehicles, more
their livelihood. In one
busses and trains, and
stroke they prevented
CAW need to supother vehicles of mass
the use of scab labor
port each other...
transportation. This
Working people need a taking over production
may also mean more
and prevented the
political party and
input into ensuring a
removal of the means
labour organizations
viable and substantial
of production from the
auto parts industry in
factory they occupied.
that fight for
Canada. Tertiary indusThese strategies and
socialism.”
tries in steel, plastics and
tactics should have been
rubber also need to be rationalrevisited when corporate headized and planned where they interface quarters ordered the dismantling and
with the auto industry.
removal of robotics and machinery from
The other great challenge for the General Motors’ Oshawa plant in
ONDP is re-establishing formal links with December 2008. As Sam Gindin states is
the CAW, and gaining their support. With his book, The Canadian Auto Workers,
a new CAW President and the election “The logic of sit-downs is, in fact, so comMarch 9 of a new ONDP leader we have pelling that the real question isn’t why
the opportunity to do this.
workers once used this strategy, but why

and how it so quickly disappeared from
labour’s arsenal.”
The ONDP and the CAW need to
support each other. The struggle to protect jobs and production not only in the
auto sector but in the many sectors the
CAW now represents, will take place in
the workplace, in communities and in the
political arenas at Queen's Park and
Parliament Hill.
The political agenda the NDP
and the CAW should adopt must include
the fight to create a publicly owned auto
industry. There should be no bail outs of
any of the auto giants without serious
public equity involved. The present
guarantees of Canadian content in auto
parts and assembly must also be vigorously defended.
Auto production is the most
important manufacturing industry in
Ontario. We have all the attributes that
make it possible: hydro power for the
plants, locally produced steel for the
vehicles, a central and heavily populated
location with good transportation, and
most importantly, a skilled, industrious
work force. These same elements make a
publicly owned corporation viable.
The crisis in the auto industry
can not be isolated from the economy as
a whole. We are part of a North
American economy that is in crisis. The
financial sector meltdown in the United
States was caused by greed and corruption on an unprecedented scale. The
financial derivatives they invented were
a fraudulent method of creating capital
with no basis in the real economy.
An important part of the real
economy is dominated by war industry
(weapons, military transport, surveillance systems, etc.) that create death and
destruction, with no benefits to working
people anywhere. War production and
the military apparatus are used to grab
oil and other natural resources from
oppressed nations under the specious
claim of “our national interest.” It is really the interest of the super-rich who sell
out their workers at the drop of a hat.
Working people need a political
party and labour organizations that fight
for socialism, the only solution to the
deepening depression. Both the Ontario
NDP and the CAW should turn sharply to
the left, towards public ownership under
workers' control.

Auto industry... continued from page 1
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Saddam Hussein), while opponents of the
war may have been right for the wrong
reasons (ideological opposition to Bush).
In “The Lesser Evil,” he argued that “to
defeat evil, we may have to traffic in evil,”
referring to coercive interrogation, targetted assassinations, “even pre-emptive
war.” Along with the rest of the Liberal
caucus, he voted to extend the Canadian
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have an excuse to sustain the government, dump the Liberal-NDP coalition.
Like Harper, Ignatieff is pro-war,
pro-torture and a George Bush cheerleader. The 61 year-old patrician academic, the author of sixteen books,
comes by his reactionary politics honestly. Ignatieff is the son of Russian royalty
(Canadian diplomat George Ignatieff)
and a Canadian Establishment mother
(Alison Grant).
He has written about “we
Americans,” and praised the Empire even
after President George W. Bush legislated
the rights-suppressing National Security
Strategy in 2001. He supported the U.S.led invasion of Iraq. He ridiculed the
United Nations' refusal to back the invasion over justified suspicion about the
mythical weapons of mass destruction.
Retroactively, Ignatieff tried to
excuse his pro-imperialist position by
arguing that he had been wrong for the
right reasons (saving the Kurds from

continued on page 3

Prue... continued from page 1
resolutions.
Notwithstanding
Prue's
break with the pack on party democracy, he falls short on presenting a
clear programme to cope with the
challenges of the deepening global
capitalist depression.
Instead of public ownership
of the commanding heights of the
economy under workers' control,
Prue talks about a hike in public
investment in the private sector and
putting one or two workers on any
major recipient company board of
directors.
By giving “critical support,”
the SC preserves its programmatic
and tactical independence, while
seizing the opportunity to get
involved in the leadership race and
possibly influencing the outcome in
favour of the most progressive candidate running.
Policy debate, agitation for
mass action inside and outside the
NDP, and consciousness-raising
about the capitalist crisis and socialist solutions, remain the priorities
for the SC in the days ahead.
That means getting socialist
ideas and proposals for direct action
into the hands of as many NDP members, youth, unionists and working
people as possible. Check out the SC
web site (www.ndpsocialists.ca) and
see if you can agree with our
approach.
The NDP Socialist Caucus
doesn't claim to have all the
answers. We want to work with
other groups and individuals, like
the new Ginger Project, like students
fighting to reduce and eliminate university tuition, like CAW members
who want their union to re-join the
NDP – in fact with everyone who is
willing to work, shoulder to shoulder, to turn the NDP sharply to the
Left. 
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Why Not Social Ownership?
BY EDITOR SEAN CAIN

thrown the world economy into yet
another massive crisis. And as decades
The New Democratic
of labour research has shown, industries
Party has a long histothat are self-managed by workers are,
ry of creating and prounder static conditions, more productecting important pubtive and cost-effective than companies
lic services like health
which possess traditional, top-down,
care, education, social
bureaucratic forms of administration.
housing and child care.
But of course, we’re not supposed to
Socialists believe that these are know this.
too important to be left to the private
If universal health care has anysector. Everyone should have basic eco- thing to say about it – social ownership
nomic and social rights, and the most would result in better service and more
efficient and equitable way to do that is affordable costs to consumers. If the
to have a democratic government pro- public medical systems of Scandinavia
vide them on a non-profit bases, paid for literally cost half as much (as have supethrough progressive taxation.
rior health indicators) than the private
At party councils and conven- sector catastrophe of the United States,
tions, NDP delegates howl against the why couldn’t other public industries be
thought of Liberals and Conservatives just as efficient?
privatizing such programs. But if these
By social ownership, we mean
services should be owned by the public genuine economic democracy, NOT the
sector and providinefficient, supered
universally,
bureaucratized
“Why are New Democrats willing to
then why shouldform of “public
lay down their lives against privatizn’t we own other
ownership” that
ing hospitals, yet we run for the hills
important indusexisted in Britain
every time someone brings up the
tries such as oil,
during the postidea of socializing the oil industry?”
banking or insurwar era, for examance.
ple, when indusWhy are New Democrats will- tries taken over by the government
ing to lay down their lives against priva- where run by some of the same people
tizing hospitals, yet we run for the hills who managed them previously in the
every time someone brings up the idea private sector.
of socializing the oil industry?
Social ownership will also allow
Free, universal health care? us to make sensible, environmentallyAbsolutely. Public education? Definitely. friendly plans for the future. Why not an
A socially owned and environmentally- auto industry that produces smaller,
responsible auto industry? Not on your electric cars. Or an energy industry that
life.
creates thousands of wind turbines
Yet why should important instead of throwing billions more into
industries that create so much wealth be the black hole of nuclear power? Or how
owned by a group of investors who have about a public housing industry that
no responsibility to the working people produces quality, tenant-controlled
who created that wealth in the first apartments that could end homelessplace?
ness in Canada, once and for all.
As New Democrats, surely we
Of course, none of this will take
understand that our economic system place over night. To buy out these
isn’t geared towards creating good-pay- industries, the government would use
ing jobs with strong benefits and a pen- current profits and the payment of longsion for everyone. The private sector’s term bonds to compensate the former
only purpose is to maximize profits for owners, and by “owners” we mean the
shareholders. Period. End of debate.
genuine working and middle-class ownOn the other hand, a public sec- ers of stock, not the millionaires who
tor that includes industries such as oil own large shareholding majorities in
and gas, transportation, energy, banking many of these businesses. This may
and insurance could be run democrati- sound radical, but it’s something that
cally by workers, with significant partic- social democratic and even some conipation of consumers and citizens, and servative governments did on a regular
managed on a non-profit basis for the basis in Europe after World War II.
benefit of everyone.
Social ownership isn’t only
This would create real account- about economic democracy, an environability and prevent the kinds of financial mentally-healthy future or even socialtransgressions that have recently ism per se. It’s just common sense. 

Ignatieff... continued from page 2
firm opponent of Quebec sovereignty.
But unlike Rae, Iggy worries more about
covering his right flank. Ergo, he will
rapidly fold the coalition with the
labour-based New Democratic Party,
backed by the Bloc Quebecois.
The Canadian corporate elite is
not facing a robust challenge from the
workers' movement, so the need to try
to co-opt the labour party in English

Canada is not yet pressing.
But in scuttling the class collaborationist coalition, Ignatieff and Harper
give NDP Leader Jack Layton an unintended New Year's gift – a chance to
assert the independence of the NDP by
fighting for the interests of working
people in the face of a global capitalist
depression, rather than trying to comanage the crisis with parties of the
business class. 

A Tale of Two Classes: Newspapers are filled with pictures of stockbrokers with
head in hands. Yet ignored by the corporate press are those losing their jobs and
homes. Which one of these two people will be bailed out by the government?
THE CURRENT market tailspin was preceded by a so-called ‘boom’ in which
workers’ wages actually stagnated or
declined, and social benefits shrank.
Studies and statistics about that period
are now appearing. They make it look
more like a ‘bust’ time than a ‘boom’
time. Here is what we are learning about
the early years of the new millennium:
*
The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
issued a report, “Growing Unequal?”,
that says Canada’s growing inequality
and entrenched poverty rates are now
higher than any other OECD country,
except Germany. The OECD noted that
Canada spends less than most countries
on cash transfers such as unemployment
and family benefits.
*
Canadians are in debt as seldom
before. In 1984, at the peak of the worst
economic downturn since the 1930s,
Canadian households held 70 cents of
debt for every dollar of income. Today,
households owe $1.27 for every dollar
they bring home. A new Environics poll
shows four in 10 Canadians say they are
one or two pay cheques away from being
poor.
*
The Children’s Aid Society of
Toronto sees child poverty rising at an
alarming rate across Toronto’s suburbs.
In areas such as Mississauga, Markham,
Richmond Hill and Oakville, child poverty rates have soared since 1990, coming
close to levels formerly known only in
downtown Toronto, says the report,
based on data from 2006.
*
While Toronto’s child poverty
rate (before taxes) is the highest at 32
per cent, up from 24 per cent in 1990,
the suburbs have seen more dramatic
increases.
*
Toronto Public Health’s The
Unequal City, found a clear link between
poverty and poor health. It reported
that the top 20 per cent of male earners
live 4.5 years longer than the bottom 20
per cent; females live 2.0 years longer.
*
More recently, a team of economists, bankers and food bank directors
released a study about the cost of poverty which shows that poverty hurts both
the health of those caught in its grip and
hits the wallets of almost everyone in
society.
The inescapable conclusion of
both reports is that to improve overall
health and reduce health costs, start by
reducing poverty.
*
Incidentally, the poorest areas
also tend to be the most polluted.
PollutionWatch, after a two-year
research project, found that many of
Toronto’s poorest residents live near
industries that spew the highest levels of
toxic chemicals and pollutants into the
air. Air pollution contributes to almost

9,500 premature deaths each year in
Ontario.
*
Speaking of food banks, across
Canada over 700,000 people use them in
an average month, says a federal charity
called Food Banks Canada. It found that
14.5 per cent of the users are considered
“working poor,' up from 12 per cent in
2002.
There has been a 13 per cent
jump since last Fall in the number of
Ontario residents seeking food aid,
according to a report on December 2 by
the Ontario Association of Food Banks.
If the trend continues, next year
about 350,000 Ontarians will be lining
up at food banks each month to get the
basics they can’t afford to buy. And as
things get worse, it affects donors too.
Gail Nyberg, executive director of the
Daily Bread Food Bank, said food and
financial donations are down 15 per cent
this year.
And this is only a glimpse of
what’s to come. Canadian employers
slashed nearly 71,000 jobs in November,
the worst single month drop in 26 years.
600,000 more jobs are expected to disappear. According to BMO Capital
Markets economist Doug Porter, unemployment will rise to 7.5 per cent by the
end of 2009. Is Porter even counting
those who’ve totally given up looking for
work, and the chronically underemployed? Ten years of “economic
boom” delivered a 59 per cent increase
in temporary and contract jobs.
Almost four in ten jobs are now
impermanent and part-time forms of
work. For all of this we have capitalism
to thank – in “good times.” As for the
future, don’t we deserve something a
heck of a lot better than this? Or more
specifically, don’t we deserve a different
economic system based on democracy,
participation and fairness? 

Elect Socialist Caucus
candidates for
ONDP Executive

Peter Cassidy
John Orrett
Gerrit Olthoff
Judy Koch
Barry Weisleder
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ONDP Socialist Caucus Resolutions
The Ontario NDP Socialist Caucus
adopted a package of 27 resolutions at
its annual conference in November
2008. Those listed as “Priority” are
most important. We hope you speak
out and support them when they are
presented at convention.

Raise the Minimum Wage – Priority
Whereas the current minimum wage is
far too low to support a single person, let
alone a family;
And whereas the current minimum wage
unfairly punishes the young, and those
working in the service sector;
Be it resolved that the Ontario NDP
actively campaign for, and seek to legislate, the elimination of distinctions in the
minimum wage law based on age or
occupation.
Be it further resolved that the ONDP
actively campaign for, and seek to legislate during the first year of office an
increase in the minimum wage to a living
wage of $15.00/hour in Ontario, and
include a permanent, annual cost of living adjustment for it to keep pace with
inflation.

Right to Strike – Priority
Whereas governments increasingly seek
to erode, restrict or eliminate workers’
right to strike, falsely arguing that unions
and strikes pose a threat to public health
and safety, while governments themselves trample human needs by de-regulating capital, privatizing public services,
and facilitating growing corporate control over all facets of life;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the Ontario
NDP actively campaign for, and seek to
legislate the unfettered right to strike for
all working people, and that the party
respect the integrity and competence of
unions to safeguard public health and
safety and provide for the delivery of
genuinely essential services during a
strike by their members.
Employment Equity
Whereas the Tory government repealed
the employment equity law passed by
the 1990-1995 NDP government,
Be it resolved that an employment equity
law for natives, people of colour, disabled
people, women, gays, lesbians, and transgendered persons be reintroduced.
Elimination of
Tuition
Whereas the cost of
post-secondary tuition
has skyrocketed in
Ontario in recent
years;
And whereas many
students are now
graduating from postsecondary institutions
with student-debt of
over $50,000 each;

Above: NDP Parliamentarians, together with allies in
the labour movement, pressed the Ontario government
to raise the minimum wage to $10.25, but further gains
must be made to lower rates of poverty.
Welfare – Priority
Whereas the Mike Harris Conservative
government, as part of its war on the
poor, reduced welfare rates by 21.6% in
1995, and the Ontario Liberal government has decided to restore only 3% of
the 21.6% cut;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the ONDP
actively campaign for the immediate
restoration of rates of social assistance at
least to the level existing before the
Harris government cuts, plus inflation
since then, and will increase social assistance rates to a level which allows recipients a decent quality of life.
Work Week
Whereas the Canadian work week is
among the longest in the industrialized
world, a situation proven to cause
increased stress, illness and lower productivity;
Whereas tens of thousands of new jobs
would be created if the work week was
reduced appropriately;
Therefore be it resolved that the NDP
actively campaign to reduce the work
week to 32 hours, without loss of pay or
benefits to workers, and to outlaw
mandatory overtime.

Therefore
Be
it
resolved that the
Ontario NDP actively
campaign to immediately freeze tuition in
Ontario, and through annual reductions,
completely eliminate tuition during its
first term of office.
Therefore Be it further resolved that the
Ontario NDP actively campaign for a
more equitable and progressive taxation
system that would help to fund free
access to post-secondary education.
No Public Funding for Religious
Schools – Priority
Whereas Canada/Ontario was found in
violation of its international human
rights obligations by the United Nations
Human Rights Committee in 1999 and
again in 2005 by virtue of discrimination

in the funding of Roman Catholic schools
in Ontario;
Whereas the termination of public funding for religion-based schools by the governments of Quebec and Newfoundland
has negated the constitutional rationale
for public funding of Roman Catholic
schools;
Whereas the Ontario Legislature has the
power to eliminate public funding to the
Roman Catholic school system by passing
legislation to that effect, as was done by
the legislature of Manitoba;
Whereas the religious segregation of
Ontario children undermines the role of
public schools in fostering tolerance and
respect between Ontarians of different
backgrounds; and
Whereas the ONDP has always advocated
and supported equality and equity for all
Ontarions in the delivery of public services;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the ONDP
supports one publicly funded school system and will actively campaign for an
end to public funding of any kind for any
religion-based schools in Ontario, while
permitting, where appropriate, religious
instruction in any faith in publicly funded
schools outside regular instructional
hours.

the federal government allocate 2% of
federal expenditures for cooperative and
social housing.
Public and Democratic Hydro
Whereas the old Ontario Hydro was
bureaucratic, undemocratic, debt-ridden,
and lacked the accountability necessary
to provide environmentally friendly
energy to the people of Ontario (including solar, wind and geothermal energy);
Whereas the Ontario Conservative
Party's partial privatization of Ontario
Hydro has led to radically higher rates,
poorer service, power shortages, and
even greater environmental harm, and
the Ontario Liberal government is pursuing the same agenda;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the Ontario
NDP will actively campaign to put what
was formerly known as Ontario Hydro,
including its energy production and distribution facilities, under social ownership with minimal compensation for private owners (in the form of long-term,
low interest bonds), and commit to legislate to that purpose.
Below: Hospital waiting rooms are getting more crowded as expenditures
are not keeping up with need.

Health Care
Whereas the Liberal government has initiated a health premium and de-listed
some of the OHIP services.
Therefore be it resolved that Ontario
NDP will campaign to eliminate Health
Care premiums immediately, and expand
Health Care to include free and universal
Dental Care, Physiotherapy, Drug plan,
Optometrist, Psychotherapy provided by
social workers, and psychologists,
Alternative Therapies and Medicines,
Preventive Medicines, Home Care, and
Senior Care.
Housing – Priority
Whereas homelessness is unacceptable,
and,
Whereas many people are living in marginal housing and on the verge of becoming homeless and,
Whereas homelessness has increased in
the last ten years and homeless people
are dying on the streets and,
Whereas developers are not interested in
creating affordable housing,

Therefore be it resolved that the NDP in
government will take initiatives, with the
cooperation of other levels
Below: One of the many failures of capitalism. of government, to create uniHomelessness is likely to increase during yet versally affordable and
accessible cooperative and
another economic crisis.
social housing,
And further be it resolved
that the NDP must have both
long term and short-term
policies for creating universally affordable and accessible cooperative and social
housing for all people,
And be it further resolved
that the NDP actively campaign for the demand that

Therefore Be It Further Resolved that the
new public Ontario Hydro would be controlled democratically and managed by
its workers, with direct election of plant
managers and directors (subject to
recall), and integrate significant and
meaningful participation in decisionmaking by consumers and local communities.
All-electric or Hybrid engine Vehicles
– Priority
Whereas all-electric or hybrid engine,
non-biofuel vehicles would be more
energy efficient and environmentally
compatible;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the Ontario
NDP actively campaign for and pledge to
legislate a requirement that 50% of all
new motor vehicles sold in Ontario be
all-electric or hybrid engine, non-biofuel
vehicles.
Social Ownership and Economic
Democracy – Priority
Whereas large corporations and financial
institutions are undemocratic and hierarchical, seeking profits and power over
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For More Policy Discussion at
Conventions – Priority
Whereas substantially greater democracy and political pluralism are an urgent
necessity within the NDP;
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Therefore Be It Resolved that this party
mandate and provide more accessible,
more democratic, membership-delegate
driven party conventions and provincial
council meetings, with low/minimal registration fees, and at least 80% of convention and provincial council time dedicated to debate and voting on resolutions
from grassroots organizations.
Building the Party as a Mass
Movement of the Working Class and
Allies – Priority

Above: If governments have enough money to bail out banks and businesses
in times of crisis, why can’t they buy them and place them under social ownership and democratic controls?
and above the interests of citizens and
the environment;
And whereas social ownership is a necessary precondition for democratic control
of the economy, full employment And an
equitable distribution of income and
power;
And whereas workers’ control would
contribute greatly to economic justice,
greater efficiencies, and most importantly, improve the quality of life of working
people and our allies;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the Ontario
NDP is committed to actively campaign
for and implement social ownership,
including but not limited to the following
industries: natural resources, manufacturing, energy, mass media, medical
drugs, transportation, banking, communications, education, health care, insurance.
Therefore Be It Further Resolved that
these industries be democratically controlled and managed by their workers, by
instituting direct election of plant managers and enterprise directors, with the
right of recall by their electors, and integrate significant and meaningful consumer participation in the decision-making process.
Social Ownership of Primary
Industries
Whereas Canada’s primary industries
such as forestry, mining, and fishing are
vital to economic development and job
creation, especially in smaller communities;
Whereas many of these industries continue to be controlled by small groupings of
powerful shareholders who seek profits
and power over and above the interests
of citizens, workers and the environment;
Whereas these industries, under private
ownership, threaten smaller communities with de-investment and capital flight;
Be it resolved that an Ontario NDP government socialize all major primary
industries in Ontario over a period of
time with compensation to the former
owners by means of low-interest, longterm bonds;
Be it further resolved that an ONDP government place all public enterprises
under democratic control by their workers, instituting direct election of plant

managers and enterprise directors, with
the right of recall by their electors, and
have significant and meaningful participation in decision-making by consumers,
environmental groups and local communities.
Be it further resolved that public enterprises undergo a “green screen” and
move towards the use of environmentally friendly forms of energy, the building
up of resource capacities and other varieties of sustainable development.
Social Ownership of Banking and
Insurance
Whereas large banks and insurance
monopolies in Ontario are concerned
mainly with maximization of profits and
bigger dividends for shareholderss;
Whereas private ownership of banks and
insurance companies leads to greedy and
corrupt practices, wasteful advertising
and duplication of services, higher transactions costs, and thus higher costs for
consumers;
Be it resolved that an Ontario NDP government place all large private financial
institutions and large insurance companies (including life, home and auto insurance firms) under social ownership with
compensation over a period of years to
the former owners in the form of lowinterest, long-term bonds;
Be it resolved that publicly owned industries be managed democratically by their
workers, instituting direct election of
managers and enterprise directors, with
the right of recall by their electors, and
have significant and meaningful participation in the decision-making process by
consumers, small business persons and
family farmers.
For Democracy in Practice and
Leadership Accountability
Whereas the Ontario NDP still suffers
from the legacy of the party leaders who
violated NDP policies and principles
adopted at convention;
Therefore Be It Resolved that adopted
policies and priorities are binding on
party elected officials and staff for implementation, and that NDP leaders be subject to recall and replacement for violation of party principles, and for failure to
implement democratically adopted policies and priorities.

Whereas the NDP must restore and
expand its links to the working class,
including the unemployed, the underemployed, and the non-waged workers,
and to the social protest movements that
battle the depredations of globalized capitalism;
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ment, “Defence, Development and
Diplomacy” – in other words, the ongoing
foreign occupation and control of the
country, arguably designed by the
Liberals to secure a pipeline route for
Jean Chretien’s friends in the oil patch.
Therefore Be It Resolved that this body
demands that the Federal NDP Leader
and Parliamentary Caucus adhere to the
convention-adopted ‘troops out of
Afghanistan now’ policy; and re-affirm
the longstanding NDP call for Canada to
get out of the cold-war relic NATO
alliance;
And Be It Further Resolved that this body
commits itself, and calls on the NDP leadership at all levels, to mobilize for the
biggest and broadest possible participation in mass actions against the wars of
occupation in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Boycott apartheid Israel, uphold
Palestinian rights – Priority
Whereas boycott, divestment and sanctions worked to help end apartheid in
South Africa.

And whereas NDP links to labour unions,
including its receipt of their financial contributions, proudly distinguish the NDP
from the parties of big business as the
democratic political expression of the
workers’ movement in this country;

Whereas the same tactics, endorsed by
CUPE Ontario and CUPW, seek to help to
enforce the rights of the Palestinian people, including the right of refugees to
return to their homes and properties.”

And whereas we can learn much from the
legacy
of
the
Cooperative
Commonwealth Federation (CCF), predecessor to the NDP, which was founded as
a “Federation” of local clubs, farmers'
unions, cooperatives, labour and socialist
parties, workers’ unions, intellectual
societies, and other grassroots working
class organizations, united initially on the
basis of the Regina Manifesto in 1932-33.

Therefore Be It Resolved that this body
express its support for the international
campaign of boycott, divestment and
sanctions until Israel meets its obligations to recognize the Palestinian people's inalienable right to self-determination and fully complies with international
law, including U.N. resolution 194, which
calls for the right of return of Palestinian
refugees.

Therefore Be It Resolved that the NDP
actively campaign to increase union affiliation to the party and invite progressive
social movements and groups of activist
individuals to form clubs and to affiliate
to the party. The party actively promotes
the idea of an expanded movement of
affiliates which would enjoy direct in-put
to conventions and councils of the NDP,
and which would constitute an expanded
working class and activist base on which
to build the party as an instrument for
democratic socialist transformation of
society.

Fair and Democratic Trade

Uphold NDP Federal ConventionAdopted Policy -- Canadian troops Out
of Afghanistan Now

Whereas the so-called “free trade” agreements of the FTA, NAFTA, GATS, and the
institution of the WTO are undemocratic;
Whereas this corporate agenda is a serious threat to social programmes, the
environment, human and labour rights,
and the goals of democratic socialism;
And whereas the Bolivarian Alternative
Trade Agreement (ALBA) pioneered by
Venezuela and Cuba, demonstrates that
there is a way to foster international
trade on a cooperative and non-exploitative basis;

Whereas the 2006 NDP federal convention voted overwhelmingly for “a safe
and immediate” withdrawal of Canadian
troops from Afghanistan,

Therefore Be It Resolved that the Ontario
New Democratic Party is committed to
actively campaign for abrogation and
withdrawal of Canada from the FTA,
NAFTA, GATS, and the WTO.

And whereas NDP federal Leader Jack
Layton spoke on CBC radio on September
23/06 to “clarify” his stand on the issue,
indicating that he favours withdrawal of
Canadian troops only from the war theatre in Kandahar, and that he supports
the continuation of the “3D approach of
Canadian foreign policy” – which is the
policy of the previous Liberal govern-

Therefore Be It Further Resolved that
the NDP is committed to developing and
promoting a democratic and participatory system of trade that supports and
protects the rights, freedoms and interests of working people, unions, women,
Aboriginal peoples, farmers and peasants, seniors, and the poor, dispossessed
and marginalized peoples.

OTHER RESOLUTIONS FROM THE ONDP SOCIALIST CAUCUS
Remove One Member One Vote Mechanism
Food Safety First: Rebuild the Public Service – Priority
Repeal the Clarity Act
Party Internal Financing
Solidarity with Cuba
Justice for Wal-Mart workers; Stop Run-Away-Shop Union Busting Tactics
Defend Venezuela and Bolivia
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Neo-Liberalism’s Failed Legacy
York University Ph.D
student Simon Black
discusses the implications of thirty years of
failed neo-liberal economic theory
THERE'S A HOLE in Canada's social
safety net and the evidence is all around
us: from the homeless on our streets to
the growing number of our fellow citizens who rely on food banks for their
daily sustenance.
The hole was made by successive governments whose mantra of paying down the debt and controlling inflation at any and all costs has put our
country in a precarious position as we
slide further into economic despair.
What Happened to Our Safety Net?

to material support from the state when
unemployed.
Racialized Groups Excluded from
Social Rights in Canada
There have always been exclusions and silences in Canada's regime of
social rights. Aboriginal people, immigrants and other racialized groups could
not enjoy the benefits of social citizenship to the same extent as others. And
prior to the struggles waged by the feminist movement in the 1960s and 70s,
women primarily had access to the
social wage through their male-breadwinner husband.
But despite these limitations,
social citizenship was widely recognized by states and citizenry alike as a
legitimate and worthwhile ideal. As the
economic clouds of the 1970s formed
and governments turned their attention
to fighting inflation, social citizenship
lost favour among ruling elites.
In the era of neo-liberalism,
where governments are concerned with
rolling back the state and allowing the
market to work its “magic” for the well
being of “all”, social rights fell victim to
cutbacks in government expenditure
and an ideology of individualism.

It didn't have to be this way.
The Great Depression highlighted the
need for a stronger social safety net. In
the post-war years, countries in the
industrialized world set about building
a welfare state and implementing a
regime of social citizenship.
The idea of social citizenship
and the social rights it entailed, as
British sociologist T.H. Marshall so
eloquently theorized, was necNeo-Liberalism's
essary for the fulfillment of
“Deregulation
Devastating Impact
civil and political rights.
of financial markets
For Marshall, without a
and a skewed distribution
Social policy
guarantee of the basic
of the economic surplus has
became synonymous
necessities of life and
created a series of speculative
with, and subsumed
protection against
bubbles, from dot-com to real
under, employment
the vicissitudes of
estate, that have done little to
policy: The goal of
the market, civil and
promote sustainable economgovernment was not
political rights could
ic growth and have left
to provide protection
not be exercised to
markets floundering in
from the vagaries of the
their fullest extent and
their wake.”
market, but to put people
citizenship thus remained
to work so they could protect
incomplete.
themselves. The social safety net
Post-war legislation, from
public pensions and social housing, min- became a trampoline, bouncing those
imum wages to welfare, guaranteed citi- who had fallen on hard times and had
zens the right to retire in a state of dig- become reliant on government support
nity, the right to shelter and the right to back into jobs, no matter what their
work at a decent wage and have access wages or working conditions.

The ideological dead end of capitalism and neo-liberalism has left humanity
with one last alternative: socialist democracy.
The impact has been devastating. Not only do we see rising inequality and poverty, the growth of the working poor and the homeless, but the economy's ability to recover from economic
downturns has been severely hampered
by the withering away of what economists call the automatic stabilizer.
Typically, as the economy
enters a downturn, government tax
receipts fall, expenditures on income
supports rise (as more people are laid
off) and the government likely runs a
deficit (assuming it make no cuts in
expenditures).
The automatic stabilizer refers
to that increase in government expenditure on income supports (such as welfare and EI) that occurs in an economic
downturn and thereby props up aggregate demand (people's ability and willingness to buy goods and services) and
in theory, eases out the recession. Yet
the stabilizer loses its impact as the government dismantles the welfare state
and undermines social citizenship.

For the Few
Take the case of Employment
Insurance. What was once a right has
become a luxury for the few, as millions
of workers facing unemployment during
this crisis will not be able to access EI
and instead must rely on that program
of last resort, welfare or social assistance, which has been severely undermined by cutbacks and downloading.
Currently, only 54 per cent of
the unemployed are eligible for EI benefits with 41 per cent actually receiving
them. In an effort to make our labour
market conform to the neo-liberal
mantra of “flexibility” and “competitiveness”, these reforms can have the perverse impact of drawing out recessions
over a longer period of time.

Employment Insurance Now a Luxury

continued on page 8

A Failed Economic and Social Model
As the economic crisis has so
devastatingly demonstrated, neo-liberalism as a financial model has failed.
Deregulation of financial markets and a

Standing Up for One Publicly Funded School System
School Board Trustee Jan Johnstone asks how a
social democratic party can idly stand by while
young students are separated on the basis of religion at schools every day in Ontario

Schools are social hubs in our
communities. Students, parents and
the community are very generous with
their time, donations and fundraising
activities because they care. But these
OBSCURED BY the media coverage of the “education user fees and individual sweat equity
funding war” in the last Ontario election is the fact that won’t change the bottom line.
School fees and endless
we already waste a whack of money by running four
fundraising
demands are stressing out
duplicate systems of education. Why continue to
public
education,
parent and students
waste more? Some wanted to fund religious schools,
alike.
As
one
parent
said to me: “I am
some wanted to fund none. But all liked to abuse the
sick
of
fundraising
for
every little log
word “fairness.”
and
swing
seat
let
alone
an entire
In all fairness, wars are costly and peace is
new
piece
of
playground
equipment!”
priceless. Our present system is financially unsustainI see red when I see systemic
able due to declining enrolment. Decorating it with
funding
inequity. Here, English
private religious schools won’t address declining
Catholic
school
boards generally
enrolment. Futuristic promises to create equity across
receive
a
lot
more
dollars per pupil
the boards by renovating the old flawed school fundfunding
than
ing formula won’t address
their
neighbourdeclining enrolment either.
...Except, of
“If not us, then who? Who will stand
ing
English Ontario.
Not even a move back
up for a one publicly-funded school
Public boards.
to the old funding model in
system with only French and English
Similarly, French Public boards
which school boards, cap-inboards? We are the political party
always receive more than their
hand, beg for direct municipal
that advocates and supports equaliFrench Catholic counterparts do.
taxpayer support will address
ty and equity for all Ontarians in the
This “friendly war” increases
declining enrolment. School
delivery of public services.”
overall educational costs and
board partnerships might help,
school boards are forced to combut are limited in their ability to
capitalize on cost efficiencies that are available but pete with each other over the same student populaunderused among boards (such as combining our tion, in the same geographical area.
Four educational systems serving overlapping
financial resources, staff expertise, and school buildjurisdictions have created too many inefficiencies, too
ings).

course, for children in Catholic schools across

much red ink and huge waste of money and resources.
Buttressing a crumbling infrastructure and duplicating administrative costs is already a misuse of tax dollars. Putting educational dollars into funding religious
schools would only worsen community destabilization. We don’t need to throw more money at education. We need to preserve our publicly funded school
system.
continued on next page
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Book Review: Voices from Venezuela Behind the Revolution

BY BARRY WEISLEDER

sists of many brief, easy to read items
they gathered, along with useful historiVOICES FROM VENEZUELA – Behind the cal background.
Bolivarian Revolution, by Jim McIlroy and
New readers will learn that
Coral Wynter (Resistance Books, 2008, three hundred years of Spanish colonialAustralia, 313 pages), is a must-read ism was challenged by the continental
anthology for everyone interested in the war of liberation led by Simon Bolivar,
path to radical social transformation. but foreign domination laid a scheme for
The book presents a wide range of inter- generations of bourgeois political manipviews with people involved in the ongo- ulation, severe repression and structural
ing revolutionary process challenging underdevelopment. This pattern was
both Venezuela's ruling economic elite broken by the 1998 electoral victory of
and foreign capitalist domination.
Hugo Chavez, a rebellious senior army
Shanty dwellers, workers who officer.
have occupied their factories, acaThe two capitalist parties that
demics, and government offitook turns running the national
“Chavez
cials describe gains made,
government were defeated,
launched misand persistent obstacles to
but the old elite still domisions that directly
change. In their own
nates the state and econbrought free, quality
voices they express hope
omy. Chavez aims at
health care and education,
and frustration, and
finding a 'third way', a
as well as low-priced food
provide a vivid, living
route around the domisupplies, to the poorest
account of a broad
nant system to overurban neighborhoods
movement set on turning
come staggering poverty
and rural villages.”
a situation of grave social
and despair. Venezuela's
injustice upside down.
fabulous oil revenue wealth
The book's authors are
seemed to provide the means.
members of the Democratic Socialist
But obstacles remain in the form of
Perspective of Australia and write for its power structures, corporate executives,
publication Green Left Weekly. McIlroy corrupt union bureaucrats, and foreign
and Wynter spent 2006 touring interests championed by Washington.
Venezuela, transmitting reports and
By 2005 Chavez openly called
interviews about major events and grass- for getting rid of capitalism and replacing
roots organizing efforts. The book con- it with “socialism of the 21st century.”

School boards ...continued from page 6
If my Public school board amalgamated with our neighbouring Separate
school board, we could reduce capacity
of 5,500 student surplus spaces that we
share between us. Not only would we be
able to get rid of partially filled schools,
but also we would be able to eliminate
the redundant administration and duplicated services that these two boards
prop up.
Doing this, we would free up
over 3.6 million dollars annually and
another million dollars if we calculated
according to our smaller coterminous
board’s per pupil funding allocation.
If these are the annual cost savings in amalgamating these two small
boards who serve the same area, can you
imagine the cost savings across the
province? Instead of dividing, we should
be measuring and aligning our legacy.
We should be calculating the potential
savings across the province.
Imagine what we could do
together in education, for all kids, from

all communities, with a one publicly
funded school system with French and
English school boards only. We could
direct our savings into effective and sustainable student programs, services, and
school classrooms.
Therefore, re-investments in
student programming becomes the priority over investment in organizational
structures. A student-centered funding
strategy will enable us to provide quality
educational programs and better-specialized supports with more overall
choice for all students, as well as better
overall supervision to increase safety
and to optimize education outcomes.
A properly funded transportation system would treat all student riders
equally and provide better bussing service. We could clear the air by upgrading
and retrofitting our remaining school
buildings, do much needed capital
repairs and complete long overdue maintenance orders to make our schools
healthy and environmentally friendly.
By properly funding music, art,
drama, sports programs, and popular
extracurricular activities, we could final-

This means a rejection of Stalinism,
which deformed and discredited socialism in the eyes of millions worldwide.
The question, not answered in
the book or in real life, is whether the
Chavez perspective embodies a radical
rupture with private ownership of the
commanding heights of the economy and
the development of a democratically
planned economy, or is merely a regime
of reforms that seeks to co-habit with
private business rule.
Voices from Venezuela describes
how the Bolivarian Revolution of Hugo
Chavez has struggled to overcome
obstruction by the ministries of the capitalist state. With significant help from
revolutionary Cuba, Chavez launched
'missions' that directly brought free,
quality health care and education, as well
as low-priced food supplies, to the poorest urban neighborhoods and rural villages.
Such efforts improved living
conditions for millions. Grassroots
organizations spawned by these programs, including new unions, farmers'
associations, women's groups and community radio outlets, helped to mobilize
the population, especially at crucial
moments.
That enabled workers and the
poor to overturn the military coup of
April 14, 2002, the capitalist oil strike of
December 2002, and to defeat the right
wing-initiated president-recall referendum of August 14, 2004.
Now there is an extensive network of social welfare 'missions' and

tens of thousands of cooperatives – small
businesses launched with government
assistance. Communal councils, with
funding from the government, directly
involve masses of local residents in making local improvements to roads, walkways, water and electricity provision,
and sewage disposal.
The neighbourhood councils
compete with the old municipal state
bodies for authority and popular participation. Rural reform has begun too.
Some land has been distributed to poor
farmers, but it is mostly government
land, not the large holdings (often idle) of
private estates.
Voices informs us that coops,
even large ones encompassing hundreds
of workers in nationalized industrial
plants, jostle in the capitalist market with
one another and bump up against larger
firms, foreign and domestic.
The coops seek to maximize
profits for their own members. This
process fuels waste and greed, rather
than economic planning and overall
social development.
Venezuela is the site of important advances for women, youth, and
indigenous peoples. Self-organization,
from the bottom-up, is extensively illustrated in Voices. Many inspiring stories of
previously marginalized people, now animated and vigorously asserting their
rights, fill the pages. This is the strength
of the book.
To make the revolutionary rupture with capitalism is not easy. Chileanborn author and Bolivarian participant,
Marta Harnecker, makes the sobering
observation, “If we compare the general
culture of politics (in Venezuela) with
Chile (during the period of left-wing
continued on page 8

Fighting for Socialism and
Economic Democracy isn’t Cheap
The Socialist Caucus spends its resources publishing editions
of Turn Left, issues literature to promote SC candidates for
ONDP executive, promotes public forums and produces SC
posters, stickers, buttons and more.
If you can help, now is the time. Please send a cheque to:
Ontario NDP Socialist Caucus, 526 Roxton Road. Toronto,
Ontario. M6G 3R4. We really appreciate your support!

ly dispense with student fees and equitable, and efficient. It only takes
fundraising for these essentials.
political will and the courage to do it.
My Ontario Public School Board Our kids live together and play together
Association, OPSBA, represents over 1.2 in their communities, let’s have them
million students and about 2.4 million learn together too! Let them teach us. 
voting parents. We have historically supported a one publicly funded school sys- Jan Johnstone
tem for each of Canada’s official lan- Public School Trustee and Vice Chair
guages. Association des conseillers(eres) (Bluewater District School Board)
des ecoles publiques de L’Ontario - Vice Chair (Western Region OPSBA)
ACÉPO - is also on record as supporting Vice President (NDP Huron-Bruce
Riding Association)
one school system, and represents
over 20 thousand students and
about 40 thousand voting parents.
SOCIALIST CAUCUS TABLE
I say to all my fellow New
Democrats across the province, if
AT CONVENTION
not us - then who? Who will stand
up for a one publicly funded
Located in the main hall.
school system with only French
and English boards? We are the
We will have Socialist Caucus
political party that advocates and
literature, buttons, information
supports equality and equity for
all Ontarians in the delivery of
on our panel discussions, signpublic services.
up sheets, and more.
And if not now, then
when? When will we stand up for
COME BY FOR A VISIT!
a one publicly funded school system that is non-discriminatory,
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Venuzuela ...continued from page 7
President Salvador Allende), Chile was
more advanced.” But as the Chilean
tragedy of 1973 reminds us, advanced
radicalization of the masses without
revolutionary leadership is insufficient
for victory.
There are some deficiencies in
Voices as well. There is no subject or
author index. The chapter introductions
are rife with inconsistencies, and the
sequence of topics takes the reader forward and back in a way that is a bit disconcerting, although perhaps unavoidable given the thematic organization.
Voices from Venezuela makes a
powerful case for solidarity with the
Venezuelan revolution. It inspires. It
also reminds us of the revolution's enemies, especially those in the imperial
capitals. Though disappointing in its
strategic analysis, it is a useful introduction to a society at a critical cross road.
But we have a right to expect more from
a socialist source on such a critical subject. 

Neo-Liberalism
...continued from page 6
skewed distribution of the economic
surplus has created speculative bubbles, from dot-com to real estate, that
have done little to promote economic
growth and have left markets floundering in their wake.
As a social model, neo-liberalism cut a hole in the post-war safety
net, weakening the welfare state and
the social protections and regime of
citizenship it entailed. Living through
boom times, although evidence of this
hole was apparent amongst society's
most marginalized, buoyant markets
and consumer credit meant less people fell back on the safety net.
For many, the size of the hole
was masked. The markets are no
longer buoyant and consumer credit
is drying up. As the economy plunges
into a deep recession and unemployment grows, if government's at all
levels don't act, we are about to see
how big that hole really is. 
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NDP Socialist Caucus Panel Discussions:
Hamilton Convention Centre,
Chedoke Room
Over the convention weekend, the Socialist Caucus is holding workshops
and panel discussions. We warmly invite you to attend.
Friday, March 6
6 p.m. Dinner Break
“Why the Ontario NDP Should Fight for
a Unified, Secular Public School System”
Jan Johnstone
Trustee, Vice-chair, Bluewater District
School Board
Vice-chair, Western Region, Ontario
Public School Boards’ Association.
Malcolm Buchanan
Hamilton Mountain delegate to
Ontario NDP Provincial Council
Past President of the Ontario
Secondary School Teachers’
Federation.

Saturday, March 7
12 Noon Lunch Break
“The NDP and the Economic Crisis”
Michael Prue
MPP Beaches-East York, candidate for
Leader, Ontario NDP.
Barry Weisleder
Co-chair, NDP Socialist Caucus
Organizer, Toronto Substitute
Teachers.

“Economic Stimulus” - But Not for Education or Culture
Despite all the talk about “economic
stimulus” for hard times, it is clear
that capitalist politicians plan to use
the current depression to hammer
down popular expectations and to
make workers pay for the crisis. Barry
Weisleder explains.
THIS IS NOTHING new, but the latest
examples are breathtakingly instructive
for those consciously experiencing an
economic depression for the first time.
Start with massive tuition hikes
for college and university students. The
Education Policy Institute, a private body
based in Toronto, Virginia and Australia,
predicts (actually it recommends) that
fees be boosted 25 per cent in the next
two years. This would generate $1 billion to $2 billion for crisis-wracked campuses – which are also urged by the EPI
to cut the ranks of higher-pay-earning
senior faculty.
The average net tuition a student pays in Canada is already over
$4,000 (the average would be much higher were it not for exceptionally low fees
in Quebec), and the debt of graduates is
in the tens of thousands of dollars – even
more for grads of the professional faculties like engineering, law and medicine.
John Milloy, Ontario’s minister

of training, colleges and universities, told
the Toronto Star (February 26) he was
not willing to “get into a numbers game.
We do not want finances to ever be a barrier.” Well, too late. They have been for
a long time.
“But obviously we’re in a tough
economy and it’s no secret our resources
are limited,” said Liberal Minister Milloy.
In other words, if the government can get
away with it, it will direct or encourage
universities to hike fees substantially.
Shelley Melanson, chair of the
Canadian Federation of Students’ Ontario
branch, said that any fee hikes during a
recession are “an absolutely absurd proposal.” The Federation is urging Queen’s
Park to actually roll back tuition once the
2010 cap is lifted, and then cut it each
year after that.
An important battle is taking
shape, as universities face reduced donations and government grants, as workers
and students suffer job and income losses, and capitalist governments just play
dumb.
Another battle brewing is over
cuts to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. CBC president Hubert
Lacroix said the Crown corporation may
have to sell or downgrade assets to cope
with financial crisis – measures “that

C A P I TA L I S M
The astounding belief that the wickedest of
men will do the wickedest of things for the
good of everyone

would change the
very nature of
our service to
Canadians.” More
ads,
more
American programming, reducing parts of its
TV/radio services, and consolidating local stations are all on
the table, according to Lacroix.
Due to a
budget shortfall
and a severe drop
in
advertising
revenue,
CBC
insiders
fear Victims of Capitalist Crisis: Federal Conservatives and
600-700 layoffs Ontario Liberals are sharpening their knives to make deep
in the coming cuts to education, culture and other important services.
year, and fullThe Ontario Liberal government
scale commercialization of English-lanpromises
to add to that sum, on the same
guage radio. The CBC is asking the federbasis.
Still,
a plan to re-tool the industry
al government for a line of credit, or a $1
to
produce
socially useful, energy-effibillion advance, not an increase in fundcient
vehicles
is no where in sight.
ing.
And
when it comes to war
Tory Finance Minister Jim
spending,
there
seems to be no shortage
Flaherty recently said that the CBC
of
“stimulus.”
The occupation of
already has “substantial financing” from
Afghanistan
will
have
cost Canadian taxthe government. Conservative MP Dean
payers
about
$11.3
billion
by 2011, when
Del Mastro, parliamentary secretary to
Canadian
forces
are
scheduled
to withthe Minister of Canadian Heritage, insistdraw,
the
government
says.
ed there will be no funding cuts to the
Ottawa’s latest estimates do not
CBC.
include
the
costs of disability and health
However, government spending
care
for
veterans
once the “mission” is
estimates released on February 26 show
finished.
Parliamentary
budget office
a $62 million drop in funding to the CBC
Kevin
Page
factored
that
in
when he calin 2009-2010, or 5.6 percent of the
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